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Abstract. This paper proposes an approach to segmentation of a 3D mesh. The approach employs mean-shift curvature to cluster vertices of the mesh. A region-growing scheme is then established for collecting them into connected subgraphs. The faces of the mesh can be put into different patches in terms of status of their vertices accordingly. Faces whose vertices belonging to two different subgraphs constitute boundaries between patches. They are split and then lined out to near patches to complete the segmentation. To produce meaningful and pleasing results, several ingredients are introduced into the segmentation pipeline. Firstly, we enhance the original model before meanshifting and then transfer the curvature of the enhanced mesh to the original one in order to make the features distinguishable. To rectify the segmentation boundaries, we employ the min-cut algorithm to repartition regions around boundaries. We also detect sharp features. Keywords. Mesh segmentation, mean-shift, curvature, graph cut



1 Introduction With the development of 3D data acquisition techniques such as laser scanning and CT, polygonal meshes are more and more favorite as an initial representation of 3D models. However, it is inefficient to process and analyze large-scale meshes directly. This triggers the study of mesh segmentation which decomposes a 3D model into multiple components based on geometric shape or other information. Recently, it has been applied to many research areas related to computer graphics such as 3D shape retrieval [1,2,3], compression [4,5], texture mapping [6], deformation [7,8], and simplification [9]. 3D Mesh segmentation methods can generally be categorized into two different kinds [10]: patch-type and part-type. The first one partitions meshes into disk-like patches using criteria such as planarity, size or roughness. The other divides 3D models into meaningful parts. Which one should be applied is generally application dependent. Applications such as texture mapping, CAD drawing and data compression require the generated sub-meshes homeomorphic to a disk while part-
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type segmentation is more preferable for high-level applications including mesh retrieving, pattern recognition and 3D morphing etc.. In essence, segmentation approaches cluster primitives with similar attributes into large regions. There are three popular schemes to do this [10]. At the first place is the region-growing scheme, a greedy approach focusing on local optimization. The key problems of the scheme are start seed selection and growing stop criteria. One may use either vertex [11] or face [12] as the basic growing element, and then generate start seeds according to some regulations in order to achieve ideal merge effect [1215]. Hierarchical-clustering assumes that each face is initially a cluster and then merges clusters with some minimum cost. The optimization is therefore a global though the merge process is still greedy [16]. For applications requiring a specified number of segmented patches, a k-means based iterative-clustering scheme is proposed to fulfill the goal. The scheme starts from k representatives of k clusters and assigns each element to one of the clusters. An iterative process updates the representatives until they stop change [8]. No matter what type of approaches is employed, segmentation algorithms are essentially no more than the feature-space analysis of a 3D mesh. Depending on applications, the features of a mesh may be either scalar or vector functions, which are generally extracted from the mesh, such as curvature [10,13,15], normal [14] and geodesic distance [17,18], or even symmetry [19]. This paper proposes a part-type, region-growing mesh segmentation algorithm. A feature space combining position and curvature of vertices is firstly constructed and then updated using a mean-shift procedure before being used to grow regions. To promote the discrimination of curvature, we estimate the curvature of vertices of the initial mesh model with its enhanced version. In addition, a graph min-cut algorithm is employed to yield a fair boundary between two patches after region growing is completed. As an application, we apply the approach to extraction of salient features from characters. The contributions of the paper are two folds. Firstly, a new segmentation pipeline is proposed in which several optimization procedures are introduced to improve the correctness. Secondly, a nonparametric method based on the mean-shift technique is established by constructing a graph feature space to simplify the cluster procedure. A variety of examples demonstrate that the proposed framework is adaptable, robust and efficient. In addition, when been applied to CAD models, it is able to recognize transitive parts efficiently.



2 Related works As a powerful tool in image and video analysis, the mean-shift clustering technique has successfully been used in image segmentation, image blurring and object tracking in video. Shamir and co-authors [20] firstly investigated the application of the meanshift to feature space analysis of 3D meshes and demonstrated that feature-space analysis based on mean-shift is suitable for feature-extraction, data exploration and model partitioning. In order to combine spatial information and other feature of the mesh into a uniform feature space, the authors introduced a moving geodesic
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parameterization to ensure that the mean-shift procedure could be performed as if the mesh surface is flat and regular. It is not a simple task. Moreover, no segmentation example was reported in the paper. Based on the theory described in [21,22] Yamauchi et al. employed mean-shifted face normals to partition 3D meshes [14]. The approach can only be patch-type due to face normal used and therefore is not suitable for semantic segmentation. Curvature acts as clustering criteria in our algorithm. To combine spatial information and curvature into a feature space, we employ a generalized density function definition which uses the product of kernels to filter two feature components respectively. Especially, we substitute the mesh for a graph naturally induced from it in order to avoid local parameterization of the spatial information. In contrast to the work of Yamauchi et al. [14], our method is rotation-and-scale invariant which can further be used in shape retrieval and shape matching due to curvature used.



3 Overview of the proposed approach Given a 3D mesh, our goal is to partition its vertices into several connected groups with clean and regular boundaries. We group vertices according to similarity of their curvature and proximity. The algorithm mainly consists of three phases: curvature estimation, curvature mean-shifting and region growing. We enhance the initial mesh in order to obtain more discernable curvature distribution as preprocessing and optimize boundaries after region growing as post-processing. Fig.1 illustrates the outline of the algorithm. Preprocessing Given mesh is enhanced by intensify its feature parts so as to make sure the natural boundary of the geometry can be recognized during segmentation. Concrete steps for enhancement are described in Section 4. Curvature computation Vertex curvature of the enhanced mesh is then estimated using a fitting approach. Then it is mapped to the vertices of the original model. Depending on different characteristics of models, we apply two types of curvature in our experiment. One is mean-curvature and the other is a combined curvature which is detailed in Section 5. Curvature mean-shifting The curvature of all vertices is then mean-shifted iteratively until the stop condition are met to incur a curvature distribution compatible with the structure of the shape. It combines vertices clustering together to constitute the main body of our approach which we details in Section 6. Vertices clustering Vertices are clustered by a region-growing algorithm in terms of the mean-shifted curvature. In each round of region-growing, we select the vertex with largest curvature according to the curvature among all unprocessed vertices as the start seed. Postprocessing The segmented boundaries of patches are rectified in the step to diminish zigzag cut lines. This is accomplished using the minimum graph cut algorithm. A solution is designed for dealing with special cases for CAD models such as generation of transitive parts and cutting paths along sharp features.
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Fig. 1. Illustration of the pipeline of the proposed algorithm: (A) The original model; (B) Enhanced model; (C) Curvature map for the enhanced model; (D) Mapping the curvature of (C) to the original model and then mean-shifting its curvature; (E) Segmenting the model using a region-growing clustering method. (F) The final result after post-processing.



4 Feature enhancement The first step of the proposed pipeline is to enhance perception of a given geometry. The underlying idea is to enhance the effect of ambiguous and unclear parts of the given mesh, such as large convexities and concavities, so as to make later segmentation more efficient to pick feature parts out or produce segmentation boundaries. Enhancement can be viewed as the inverse of the smoothing operations which filter high frequencies on the mesh while has little impact on low frequency parts [23]. Concretely, we enhance the mesh by extrapolating the difference between the original mesh and a smoothed one. Given an original mesh M =< V , F > , we firstly employ a low-passing filter to get a smoothed version of M , denoted by M S =< Vs , F > . Here the denosing algorithm described in [24] is used. Note that M and M S share the same connectivity. A set D of detail coefficients are then defined as follows D = {d i = vi − vs , i : vi ∈ V , vs , i ∈ Vs } . E A vertex vi ∈ VE of the enhanced mesh M E =< VE , F > is calculated as viE = vi + λd i



(1)



where λ is a relaxation scalar. It should be noticed that M E is only employed to estimate the curvature of vertices of M . Let κ (v) be some curvature of vertex v (See Section 5 for curvature estimation). We define the set of enhancing curvature of vertices on M as



K E = {κ (vi ) = κ (viE ) : vi ∈ V , viE ∈ VE } . Fig. 2 shows two segmentation results using original (Fig. 2B) and enhancing curvature (Fig. 2D), respectively. It can be observed that the result with enhancing curvature gives a more precise segmentation than Fig. (2B)
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Fig. 2. Comparison between segmentation results of with and without enhancement. (A) and (C) are respectively the original and enhanced models, (B) segmentation result of (A) without enhancement in which an octopus tentacle is incorrectly segmented, and (D) segmentation result of (A) using enhancing curvature (transferred from the vertices of (C)).



5 Curvature estimation Biederman pointed out that adjacent meaningful parts of a model are generally bordered by deep concavities while saliencies are often characterized by outshoots [25]. Curvature is a good attribute for measuring these features. Yamauchi et al. [26] employed Gauss curvature to design a patch-based segmentation algorithm. We also employ curvature as criteria. However, our algorithm is part-based and different types of curvature are employed. By trying numerous experiments with different types of curvature and their combinations, we find that the mean-curvature and a curvature combination are best suitable for our setting. We estimate the principle curvature of vertices of mesh M using an approach by Chen and Schmitt [27, 28]. Let N F (v ) be the set of all triangles adjacent to vertex v ∈ V , and n( f ) and c( f ) respectively unit normal and centroid of face f . The first step of their method is to estimate the normal of a given vertex using the weighted average of normals of its adjacent faces: n (v ) =



∑ w( f )n( f )



f ∈N F ( v )



1



∑ w( f )n( f ) , where w( f ) = c( f ) − v .



f ∈N F ( v )



For v j ∈ NV (v) , the set of adjacent vertices of v , a unit tangent t j associated with v j is defined as the normalization of projection of vi − v onto the tangent plane of v . The normal curvature of v along t j is approximated by 2



κ n (t j ) = − < v j − v, n(vi ) − n(v) > v j − v , for t j ( j = 1,2,..., NV (v) ). Without loss of generality, assume κ n (t1 ) is the maximum among all these values. Denote θ j the angle between t j and t1 , we then express κ n (t j ) as



κ n (t j ) = a cos 2 θ j + b cos θ j sin θ j + c sin 2 θ j , where a = κ n (t1 ) and b and c are unknown. They can be solved using least square fitting as κ n (t j ) have been estimated. This finally leads to the Gaussian curvature, mean curvature and two principle curvatures of v as follows
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κ G = ac − b 2 , κ m =



1 (a + c) , and κ1, 2 = κ m ± κ m2 − κ G . 2



(2)



Finally, a curvature combination [29] is introduced in order to amplify the difference between convex and concave regions:



κc =



2



π



arctan



κ1 + κ 2 κ1 − κ 2



(3)



6 Curvature mean-shift Given a sample of a feature space, a mean-shift algorithm iteratively updates the value of the sample data. It firstly estimates the density of the feature space, then evaluates the gradient the density function, and finally moves the sample points along their gradient direction. A standard mean-shift algorithm is generally guaranteed to be convergent. One can find more details in references [30-32]. Our situation is more complex since there are two components in the feature space, the 2D manifold and the 1D curvature. Our feature space χ comprises two components: χ = {(v, κ (v)) : v ∈ V , κ (v) ∈ Κ} . A generalized mean-shift density function [14] is therefore introduced: (4) ⎞ ⎛ κ ( v ) − κ (v j ) ⎞ ⎟, ⎟K ⎜ ⎟ ⎟ ⎜ h ⎠ ⎠ ⎝ ) ) and K (•) and K (•) are two kernels. where h and h are constants called bandwidth, ) To simplify the density function, we set K (•) to be a flat kernel [31] ⎪⎧1 x ≤ 1, K ( x) = ⎨ ⎪⎩0 x > 1. ) In addition, let h = 2 and define v − v j as the graph distance: fˆ (v, κ (v)) =



)⎛ v − vj 1 K ⎜⎜ ) )2 V h h v j ∈V ⎝ h



∑



v − v j = the number of edges of the shortest path from v to v j .



The density function of Eq. (4) is then reduced to fˆ (κ (v)) =



1 4V h v



⎛ κ (v ) − κ (v j ) ⎞ ⎟ K ⎜⎜ ⎟ h ⎝ ⎠ j ∈N 2 ( v )



∑



(5)



Furthermore, define K (•) using a profile k (x) as 2



K (•) = pk ( • ) ,



where p is a normalization constant assuring that K (•) integrates to 1. The gradient of the curvature density of Eq. (5) then has the following form:
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⎡ ⎛ pm(κ (v)) ⎢ ∇fˆ (κ (v)) = g ⎜⎜ 3 ⎢ 2V h ⎣v j ∈N 2 (v ) ⎝



∑



(6)



⎤ κ ( v ) −κ ( v j ) 2 ⎞ ⎟⎟⎥ ⎠⎥⎦



h
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where g (•) = −k ′(•) , N 2 (v) denotes the vertex set whose distance to v is not greater than 2 and m(κ (v)) = − κ (v) +



∑



v j ∈N 2 ( v )



⎛



κ (v j ) g ⎜⎜ ⎝



κ ( v ) −κ ( v j ) 2 ⎞ h



⎟⎟ ⎠



⎛ g ⎜⎜ v j ∈N 2 ( v ) ⎝



∑



κ ( v ) −κ ( v j ) 2 ⎞ h



⎟⎟ ⎠



(7)



is the curvature mean-shift at vertex v . Note that parameter p and the total vertex number V of Eq. (6) do not appear in Eq. (7). In the (t+1)-th iteration, we renew the curvature of v with



κ t +1 (v) = κ t (v) + m(κ t (v)) where



κ 0 ( v ) = κ (v E )



t = 0,1,2, L ,



(8)



is the enhancing curvature at v .



Via experimental comparison (Gaussian kernel, uniform kernel, biweight kernel etc.), we find that Epanechnikov kernel [14,32] may yield best results: ⎧⎪1 − d 2 d ≤ 1, E (d ) = ⎨ d > 1. ⎪⎩0 Algorithm 1 outlines our mean-shift procedure, in which parameter h plays a key role for obtaining good results. h = 10 −5 is used for all examples in the paper. Algorithm 1 Curvature mean-shift E Input: M =< V , F > and enhancing curvature set K Output: the mean-shifted curvature for all vertices 0 E for each v ∈ V do κ (v ) ← κ (v ) for each v ∈ V if error (v) > ε then κ t +1 (v) ← κ t (v) + m(κ t (v))



error (v) ← κ t +1 (v) − κ t (v)



end if end for



7 Segmentation based on region-growing After mean-shifting, curvature distribution at vertices of M is greatly changed. Vertices being near in curvature as well as in connection on the mesh have actually clustered together. The region-growing scheme is then employed to properly segment these regions.
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Initially, the vertex with maximal curvature is taken as a start seed. A patch is initialized with the seed and grows from its boundary. The growing strategy is greedy in the sense that one adjacent vertex is added only if the difference between its curvature and the average curvature of the current patch is less than a specified threshold. If no new vertex satisfies the condition, a new patch is launched by select a vertex with maximal cur-vature from unprocessed vertices until no vertex remains. In our experiment, the threshold is set to 10 −1 for combined curvature and 10 −4 for mean curvature for all examples in the paper. After vertex region growing is completed, faces are classified into three kinds according to the status of their vertices as shown in Fig. 3. Triangles whose vertices belong to two patches are bordering triangles. A strip of this kind triangles form a boundary.



Fig. 3. Face types: all faces in the same patch (left), faces in a boundary (in dark green), and a face shared by three patches which is not regarded as a boundary triangle.



8 Boundary rectification and thin region removing The segmented results still exhibit serrated boundaries up to now. It is necessary to make a boundary follow a “reasonable and good look” path. On the other hand, there exist some slender regions with sharp features in their center (see Fig. 6) since curvature of sharp features is disseminated to near regions by the mean-shift process. It is more natural to cut this kind of models along sharp features. We solve the two artifacts as a post-processing step. A graph min-cut procedure is devised to straighten dividing lines [17,18,33], but instead of building dual graphs like previous work, we directly apply it to original sub-meshes. For given boundary b , the corresponding Fig. 4. Boundary rectification. (a) Boundary without graph is made up of smoothing, the yellow region and middle boundary are set to two additional artificial be flow graph, source point and sink point are connected; (b) points (source S and Smoothed boundary, vertices are reassigned. sink T in nomenclature) and vertices in a search region of b . The search region of b is defined as the sub-mesh consisting of b and τ layers of triangles locating on its two sides, where
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τ is a user controlled parameter which is set to 3 in our experiments for consideration of both consistency of patches and effectiveness of rectification. An integrated flow graph then is accomplished by connecting source S and sink T point to the points which is in the most outer position of boundary. Because of treating vertex graphs, we need to introduce a new capacity for reflecting distance between vertices. Let v be a vertex of valence k in a flow graph and N E (v) be the set of its adjacent edges. Denote θ e the angle between normals of two faces sharing e ∈ N E (v) . A weight is introduced for each vertex w(v) =



1 N E (v )



∑



λe (1 − cos θ e ) e∈ N E ( v )



,



where λe = 1 for concave edge e and is set to a small positive number for convex edges. The capacity of edge (vi , v j ) is then defined as Cap (vi , v j ) =



1 1 + w(vi ) − w(v j )



.



And the capacity of edge respectively connected to source and sink are set to be maximum



Fig. 5. Segmentation results of Ilk model with (left) and without (right) boundary smoothing



Finally, removing regions with sharp features is quite straightforward. We firstly examine the edges by calculating the dihedral angle between two faces beside the edge. If the angle associated an edge is smaller than a specified threshold we classify it as sharp edge. We then decompose those regions including creases (a crease consisting of a sequence of sharp edges) to several parts along the creases and finally merge them into adjacent patches according to face distance.



Fig. 6. Mechpart model: segmenting results before (left) and after (right) the postprocessing step.
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9 Experimental results This section gives some experimental results to show the feasibility of our method and compare it with some previous methods in special application areas. All segmented results are drawn by pseudo-color to indicate different regions. Figs. 7 and 8 depict segmentation results for a variety of models based on mean curvature and combined curvature, respectively. These examples demonstrate that the proposed algorithm may yield compellent segmentation for both complicated manifolds and CAD modele with sharp features. In addition, our approach exhibits strong advantage in extracting transitive parts for CAD models as shown in Fig. 9.



Fig. 7. Segmentation results of Cup, Elk and Fandisk models by using mean-curvature



Fig. 8. Results of Golf ball, Octopus and Camel models by using combined curvature.



Fig. 9. The transitive parts are fairly partitioned for a U-shape CAD part.



Fig. 10 presents a comparison of our proposed method with that of reference [14] which is also based on the mean-shift framework but is a face based segmentation strategy and makes use of normals as the clustering indicator. We can observe in Fig. 10 that our approach may produce more meaningful results for manifold geometries and more reasonable partition for CAD models. Using curvature scalar instead of normal vector make our method more efficiency in memory and running time.
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Fig. 10. Segmentation comparison between the approach described in [14] (Top row) and our algorithm (Bottom row) for models of Elk, Pear, Chessman, and Fandisk models.



Finally, as an application, we show that our algorithm is capable for finding salient geometric features on an object. The saliency grade of each patch is computed according to the definition of saliency in [13] after completing segmentation. A patch is recognized as a Fig. 11. Examples of salient feature (in salient feature if its salient grade red) extraction for Cow and Max Plank. surpasses the average one. Fig. 11 depicts two examples for this application. At last, we summarize in Table 1 the running time for obtaining segmentation results of different models presented in this section using the proposed algorithm. All examples were run on a PC with an Intel(R) Core(TM) 1.86GHz CPU. Table 1. Performance of the algorithm (M: Mean curvature, C: combined curvature) Model Cup Elk U-shape Cow Maxplank Fandisk Pear Chessman Golf ball Octopus Camel



Num. of vertices 5668 5194 3132 2903 49132 6475 10754 33664 122882 16942 34506



Mean (sec.)



shift



1.53 1.03 0.76 0.85 73.53 1.48 3.79 37.61 440.08 5.76 35.46



Region growth (sec.) 1.31 0.99 0.67 0.78 80.22 1.32 7.27 30.78 580.86 15.39 32.85



Patch No. 5 6 27 10 5 20 6 18 643 10 11



Curvature Type M M M M M M M M C C C
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10 Conclusion and future work The paper proposes a new framework for meaningfully segmenting 3D mesh models which is quite efficient both in time and storage spaces. The essence of the framework is a mean-shift clustering algorithm over a curvature space. The algorithm is a nonparameter clustering method and is well suited for large uncertain data analysis. Proposed method is able to partition model with salient part preserved and is competent for recognizing transitive parts of model. Meanwhile, we make use of a model enhancement technique to preprocess a given model. This intensifies the feature of the model and makes our segmentation algorithm work more robustly. In addition, a strategy of min cut algorithm based on a new graph capacity is introduced for fairing our segmentation results. As we have shown that the enhancement step may greatly improve the segmentation quality. As future research, it may be significant take into account at this stage the special geometries such as models with geometric textures whose surfaces are largely different from but analogical in structure to the base ones. On the other hand, our region growing strategy currently split boundary faces into different parts. It is also interest to establish a voting system to directly assign them to the existing patches instead of intersecting them. Finally, it is also interesting how to organize the process when taking faces as elements instead of vertices. Acknowledgement The work described in the article is supported by Natural Science Foundation of China (60673005, 60573019), Natural Science Foundation of Guangdong Province (05006540), and Open Fund of the State Key Lab of CAD & CG, Zhejiang University. All models are downloaded from http://dsw.aimatshape.net.
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